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Southwest
Much of Tasmania’s heritage listed wilderness is so remote it can only 
be reached by sea or air. Cassy Polimeni sets sail in the wild southwest

T
he saying goes that in Port Davey 
there is no time, only seasons,  
and today it feels true. It’s almost 
impossible to believe that only this 
morning I was driving down busy 

Melbourne freeways in the dark en route to the 
airport and now I’m anchored in a picturesque 
cove known only to sailors, relaxing on deck  
with a glass of local pinot and swapping stories 
with the crew of Helsal IV, who already feel like 
old friends.

A short seaplane flight from Hobart Waterfront 
has deposited us in true explorer territory. 
Southwest Tasmania has long been the domain  
of hardy travellers, tough local stock like Deny 
King, who lived here in the early 1900s. Dubbed 
“king of the wilderness”, Deny was a tin miner, 
painter and environmentalist who built his own 
airstrip in nearby Melaleuca, and whose botanic 
discoveries led to a species of Tasmanian flora 
being named after him. He also sailed some of 
Australia’s most treacherous coastline and 
remains respected by local sailors.

Helsal’s crew today are owner, Mark, young 
skipper Luke, our cook (and talented photographer) 
Jimmy, and Pete, an ex-school principal and 
fountain of local knowledge. They have been  
at sea for two weeks when we arrive, and regale 
us with tales of dreamy days made up of hiking, 
swimming, fishing and chasing sunsets. 

We’ve joined them in Bathurst Harbour near 
the Celery Tops, so named for their appearance 
from the air. After downing a few refreshments 
on Helsal we take a dinghy to Forest Lagoon to 
explore the original home of two other local 
legends, Deny’s sister Win and her husband Clyde 
– southwest Tassie’s original power couple. These 
days the rundown house serves as shelter for 
hikers and kayakers who can opt to stay for a 
night or two.

Back on board I get my first lesson in steering  
a 60-foot yacht – in The Narrows, of all places –  
a slim stretch of water that connects Bathurst 
Harbour to wild Port Davey. It’s a little like 
driving a car, only the wheel is bigger, the traffic 
sparser, the scenery infinitely more stunning. 

Once we’ve dropped anchor for the night, Pete 
takes us back out in the dinghy for a tour of Port 
Davey. Our neighbours – two international pilots  
on sabbatical – invite us aboard for wine and snacks 
until Jimmy’s voice crackles over their radio, calling 
us back for dinner.

Afterwards we kick back on deck and watch 
the spectacular orange sunset make way for a 
star spattered sky as we swap stories and sea 
sickness remedies. The pilots have us worried but 
our fears turn out to be in vain as the next day 
the notorious southwest passage is the calmest 

our crew have ever seen it. We rise early from 
private cabins to the sound of the anchor being 
hauled up from the deep and stumble sleepily on 
deck in a Phenergan haze to watch the sun rise 
and dolphins at play as we make our way into 
open water – it’s magical. 

Our time at sea disappears in all sorts of ways 
– relaxing on deck, reading from the yacht’s 
library, climbing into the dinghy to explore the 
local riverways or reach bushwalking spots. 
Spotting dolphins, seals and even whales in 
season. Kayaking. Bird watching. With no phone 
or internet reception my mobile becomes an 
innocuous black box useful only for capturing 
photos of perfect sunsets, eventually I turn it  
off. That’s when I know I’ve escaped. 

Rodriguez’s ‘Sugarman’ is on high rotation  
on deck and becomes an unofficial anthem for 
the trip. I catch myself humming it now and 
then as I soak up the scenery, which for now is 
made up of vast blue stretching all the way to 
the horizon, punctuated by mountain ranges  
on either side. Pete points out that these 
spectacular landscapes are exactly as they were 
when Captain Cook first sailed here – in rugged 
southwest Tasmania nothing has changed, 
which is part of what makes it so special. 

As day two draws to a close we drop anchor  
in Deep Hole, Southport, and head ashore in  
the dinghy to powdery white sand beaches 
studded with tiny shells, with clear blue water 
lapping at their shores. In February it is just 
warm enough for a quick dip before Jimmy joins 
us on shore with strawberries, Tasmanian 
sparkling and Bruny Island cheeses in tow. 

Tomorrow we’ll sail across the D’Entrecasteaux 
Channel and arrive in Hobart, but for now we 
savour Southport – toasting one another and 
this magical island, scrambling over driftwood 
and taking pictures of sea creatures before 
enjoying another starlit dinner on deck. Those 
of us who are new to this lark can’t help but 
wonder what it would be like to live this life  
for a little longer. Maybe forever. Da

Flights from Hobart Waterfront to Port 
Davey are one hour each way, and can 
be booked with Tasmanian Air Adventures 
(tasmanianairadventures.com.au).
Stay on board Helsal IV overnight or for up 

to a week in double cabins with en suites 
and all meals and drinks provided. For 
more information and pricing, contact 
Hobart Yachts (hobartyachts.com.au).
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